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Preservation Jazz Scheduled Tuesday 
Dee De~ Pierce, blind leader of the Billie and Dee Dee Band as he ap-
p~ared ~n . concert last year in the Student Union Ballroom. Pierce, his 
wife, Billie on piano, and the other four members from the famous 
The world famous Preservation Hall 
Jazz Band will appear here in a concert 
at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday, September 26, in 
the Student Union Ballroom. The band 
is on tour from its home in legendary 
New Oreleans where the members of 
the group all took part in the birth of our 
most American art form. 
Each of the members of the Pres-
ervation Hall Jazz Bands has mem-
ories of the days when jazz, or jass as 
they spelled it at the turn of the cen-
tury, was taking form and shape and 
becoming a separate kind of music. 
They were in the bands that marched to 
and from the cemetery for funerals, 
they were in the wagons that drove up 
and down French Quarter streets and 
battled it out when two bands met at a 
corner. They were on the river boats, in 
the saloons and 'sporting houses' and 
dances . In fact , they were the people 
who added their names to Freddy 
Keppard, Buddy Bolden, Louis Arm-
strong, King Oliver and Jelly Roll 
Morton in the exciting history of an 
American art form that grew from 
many sources in the special culture that 
was New Orleans. 
These are the people who made the 
history. But their vitality and youthful 
drive is still apparent in the singing, 
happy music of New Or-leans and a 
concert today is full of the same spirit 
that made jazz the uninhibited music of 
the period around the first world war. 
People from all over the world have 
made Preservation Hall a priority on 
trips to New Orleans, it has become 
something like apilgramage. But the 
real pilgrims are' the musicians who 
have been traveling the United States 
and' the world to bring the true New 
Orleans jazz played by the people who 
have played it for 50 years in the 
Parishes around New Orleans. They 
know the music best, and they play it 
the way it was created. 
New Orleans music is happy music, it 
is simple in technical terms, and 
complex in performance. It is not the 
straw hats and display of the 
"Dixieland" bands, nor is it the 
''Nicksieland'' of New York. It won't 
cease to exist when these wonderful 
people are no longer with us, but it will 
never be the same because New 
Orleans Jazz is an attitude, a freedom 
Preservation Hall Jazz Bands of New Orleans will perform Tuesday, 
September 26, at 7:30 p.m. in the Ballroom. All except Jaffe on tuba are 
over 60 years old, being original artists from the jazz era. 
of the spirit , and a memory of parades 
and dances and a good life. It is made 
up of years when a musician had to 
have the stamina to play several hours 
after another job on the docks or in the 
fields because he loved to play his horn. 
The Preservation Hall Jazz Bands 
have been quietly taking their place 
among the leading American concert 
attractions for several years. Each 
year the tours get longer, the audiences 
get bigger and young and old 
Americans are finding a happy evening 
in a theatre or concert hall. The band 
members are not concerned with a 
message they are bringing joy and 
sorrow in their stamps and blues. Feet 
aren't often still while the band is 
playing and the everlasting youth and 
vigor of the players leaps across the 
footlights into the hearts of everyone in 
the audience. The line behind the band 
members as they lead a march through 
the hall at the end of the concert is 
testimony to the happiness that fills the 
hall when the band is there. 
The band that will appear here is the 
Billie and Dee Dee Band .. 
Preservation HaIJ is located just 
where it ought to be, although it was 
originally a happy accident. It has just 
the proper history in its charming old 
walls, and it is performing a very 
important function in present day 
artistic history. 
Preservation Hall is 726 St. Peter 
Street in New Orleans, La. That puts it 
right at the entrance to the French 
Quarter, and very near Basin and 
Canal Streets where Jazz was born. To 
it come the musicians in New Orleans 
who walked by it in their youth when 
jazz music was an infant. After dark 
when the New Orleans Jazz starts , the 
visitors are music lovers from 
everywhere in the world who know that 
each night at the Hall is an historical 
moment. 
The building was originally a private 
home, built about 1750. It is known that 
it was a tavern during the U.S. oc-
cupation after the War of 1812. In recent 
years it has been occupied by many 
creative people, even including Erie 
Stanley Gardner. In 1952 it became an 
art gallery , called the Associated Arts 
Studio and the proprietor invited 
SeepageS 
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Police Patter 
Lieutenant James P. Owens UMR Police Department 
Situation Crimes 
The majority of the incidents 
reported to and investigated by 
this Department in the last few 
years have been larcenies of 
private property from rooms, 
desks, lockers and other areas 
where such property is nor-
mally kept. Items reported 
missing have ranged from . an 
electric typewriter down to a 
few dollars in change. The 
patterns of all these crimes are 
similar in one respect. In 
almost every case the victim 
has reported that he had not 
locked his door, locker or 
drawer before leaving . This 
seems to indicate that the 
perpetrators of most of these 
crimes are "situational 
criminals" . 
The "situational criminal" is 
the individual whose loose 
ethical code permits him to take 
.advantage of a situation, such 
as an unlocked desk or locker to 
steal something of value or 
which he can easily convert to 
cash. He is not a professional 
criminal and will seldom take 
the risk involved breaking a 




Hail , Hero form the novel by 
John Weston, adds a talented 
newcomer, Michael Douglas 
(son of the internationally 
famous actor, Kirk Douglas) to 
the ever present "generation 
gap" and explores the sensitive 
issue of the Vietnam was. This 
Crimes of this type are ex-
tremey difficult to solve. The 
side range of people with access 
to areas in some cases com-
plicated investigative 
procedures, renders finger-
printing techniques infeasible 
and results most often in an 
unsolved case. When access to 
an area is limited the case may 
be more easily solved, but even 
in these cases apprehension of 
the culprit and' recovery of the 
stolen property is rare. 
Ironically enough the 
"situational crime", although 
the most difficult to solve, is the 
easiest to prevent. 
If every student, faculty and 
staff member would keep cash 
and valuables under lock, 
situational crime rates would 
decrease dramatically. This 
fact was borne out during in-
vestigation of a series of petty 
thefts from one department 
during 1971. The department 
chairman placed heavy em-
phasis on locking of desks, 
offices, and laboratories. The 
thefts, which had been oc-
curring regularly , stopped 
is the story of the moral 
dilemma of a young man who 
enlists to fight in the war he 
denounces . Teresa wright , > 
making her first screen ap-
pearance after a twelve vear 
absence, and Arthur Kennedy 
turn in striking veteran per-
formances as Douglas ' parents. ......-- J. 
No matter what generation you 
belong to, you must see Hail, 
Hero! 
NOTICE 
Anyone interested in 
writing sports for the 
Miner, particularly 
completely, indicating that the 
thief had been taking advantage 
of unlocked doors and desks but 
would not attempt to break into 
these areas to commit his 
crime. 
This department highly 
recommends that each in-
dividual on the campus take 
advantage of this knowledge by 
not only locking their room 
door but also keep some 
locked device such as a small 
cash or tackle box for small 
amount of cash or other val-
uables . Items of great value 
such as diamonds, large sums 
of money, etc. , should not be 
left in rooms at all, but pla-
ced in safe deposit boxes 
or checking accounts. 
Thefts from men's lockers at 
the Multipurpose Building was 
a very real problem last year. 
The attendant at the equipment 
room will keep watches, rings , 
wallets, and other valuables for 
students upon request. Please 
take advantage of this 
assistance. 
If you have a car, keep it 
locked. Do not use the 
passenger area of the car for 
storage of valuables . Thefts 
from automobiles, even lock 
automobiles, remain at a high 
rate from year to year and 
accounted for 18 percent of total 
larcenies reported to police in 
1971. 
When you use locks and other 
security devices to protect your 
valuables, you render a service 
not only to yourself but also to 
the person who might take ad-
vantage of your laxity. The 
"situational criminal" is 
basically a person easily 
tempted to low risk crime. It 
has been said tha t "locks keep 
honest persons honest". Help 
yourself, this department and 
the weak-willed person by 
locking up. 
If you should be the victim of 
a theft , report the fact to the 
University Police (341-4300) 
immediately. This rapid action 
on your part may assist the 
department in recovery of your 
property. 
Women's Intramurals 
is, urged to contact Bill 
Horsford at the Miner 
office, in T-14 Sunday 
evening_ . 
A three piece Kazoo band provided entertainment for UMC students protesting 
during the investiture ceremony of President C. Brice Ratchford in Columbia last 
Friday afternoon. The protes"t was against the recent removal of Edwin Hutchins, 
UMC Dean of Student affairs. One of the band's most requested numbers was 
"Misery Waltz." 
Now you can see 
''The Graduate" again 
or for the ftrst tine. 
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER 
BEST DIRECTOR-MIKE NICHOLS 
'--___ ",, _ _ _ ---1 
JOSEPH E. LEVINE ' .. nulls • 
MIKE NICHOLS 
LAWRENCE TURMAN "'OOUC'0()0f 
THE GRADUATE 
r[CHNICOlOR PANAVISION 
An AVeO EMBASSY A., .... 
some 
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HWY. 63 AT NORTHWYE 
ROLLA 
Complete Rental Service 
flOOR SCRUBBERS \)\\\\.\.~ ",~~~o~t\\~ 
SI\NOERS 
Hwy. 63 & Black, Rolla 
\~c.¥.s 364-2180 
.: 
UMR stude"ts eXamine displays of camP!lI orga.nizatl~ at fhe "Campus 
.I~ovR4hip" last Tilesclay. 
: UrbBftVehi.CIeDispf_y " 
ar UMR Industry Day' 
. ' 
. ' . 
~ . "'~,' 
clvlr:Englriee,t Alde's<. ~-
l'Elghf ~e·ek. Wt,nders" '\ 
This summer 15 residents of 
Kansas City spent eight weeks 
on the campus of the University 
of Missouri-Rolla learning to 
become civil engineering aides. 
The UMR extension project 
was sponsored by Kansas City 
Model Cities Agency and the 
Missouri Department of 
Community Affairs. It was 
designed to train inner city 
residents to work, under the 
supervision of an engineer, in 
survey parties, on construction 
projects or as draftsmen. 
The men, whose ages ranged 
from 19 to 26, spent eight hours 
a day on campus. They lived in 
a residence hall and were in 
effect, college students for eight 
·weeks . . 
Jerry Bayl'ess, UMR 
associate professor cif civil 
engineering, is the program 
director. "They attended basic 
classes in surveying, con-
struction materials testing and 
engineering drawing, " Bayless 
said. "The students also had 
developmental reading and 
mathematics , an hour of 
physical education every day 
and a weekly group counseling 
session." 
At the completion of the 
project all 15 men had either 
been interviewed or had put in 
an application to companies or 
government agencies in the 
Kansas City area who could use 
civil engineering aides. 
"Right now," Bayless 
says, "we know that at least 
seven have either returned to 
school or are on jobs. But we 
haven't had a chalice to check 
on the status of the others." 
UniVersity of Missouri· Rolla 
~. ., ' '.. . 
EmplOyment Pjcture , lmpr~ved 
" \.\ \~ .; . 
',' ., f ' ,'-. it 
For ,This ·,~y'ear~s ··,Graduates.~:' 
• . '. >,,, I ,"
• • . l ...... _ 
-:-. ,.: - ,~ . 
A "marked imprll.vement" tr~~ , Starting ~arY averages "In some disctpiines our 
.for ~w gra~ates' :9tu:.ir!g , the rncr~agoo" four per cent over uMR st~. salarit!s ' were' 
comJilg )'ear IS an~ted , by 19'71 "t the bachelor's level." practically ' identica:.f ':I'ith 
.Larry NI4S11, diYector',:-df 'I'M- f$llowing field&. showed, nati~ ,averageS for 1971-72;' 
placeI;iJ.ent' ' and 1!tl!ustry si~1tifica.nt mere~ses.!~ aver.age • Nuss aikls, ~~-~ ,tate 2f _ 
re~ation~ lit the ~~~~ ~.,%~ftl!., :>ttl~ll)g , ~alarles, ~lI:i,n , for ~':~~lll~~t~ Itnd;' 
MissoUFl-I\!)lla. '. - -..:. ,- ~~OtIUn-g to , Nuss.: SClemle llca~ Satanea: . .was 
; He bas'es i!i8 PteQ!cfioD~,'on il.' metallutgj'cal engineerillg ($884 fow: per cent, compared to less 
~b~ta~ial ~e8&e, thfs fan in vs,$820),petrli~ ~iheering, , !.ban ope per cent nation'ally, 
~lI,lploy~r teguests ' for job In· ($9!U; vs: · $?30~," e~~ing " Tli,e nuinber of' off~' fol' 
terviews an.d in expected needs management ($984 vs, $864) and employment rose substantia~y-­
reported by key emptoyers, ' applied mathematics ($818 vs. over the"previoUs year, both on 
Nuss rej>orts that the 1972 $744). The most significant gain the UMR campus and 
graduate fared someWhat in starting salaries was at the nationally . Both local and 
better than his 1971 counterpart. Ph.D . level where monthly national survey figures showed 
"In spite of a reduction in the averages climbed from $1,007 in gains ranging from 12 per cent 
number of campus interviews, December, 1970, to $1,498 in ' at the bachelor's level to 32 per 
placements at sradlllitioo time May, 1972, an increase of 48 per cent at the master's and 44 per 
~ imprcwId .. tile IIfII7 etat, cent at the doctoral. 
dfe~~ ~Iven 'to tlI;C ..... i..ii 
~orP. UMR ..... ' 
',', 
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Yours -Theirs - Ours 
Editorial Opinion 
letters 
Sept. 8, 1972 
Dear Editor: 
In the September 7 issue of 
the Miner "Our Man Hoppe" 
gave his opinion on violence in 
America and that what he fears 
is apathy and fear . Fear and 
apathy is a human failing as 
was the shooting of George 
Wallace. "Hoppe" though in 
counter-attacking apathy in 
himself blamed the whole in-
controls will result in more 
innocent citizens being like 
Balleau, paralyzed for life due 
to a federal raid on his home 
due to a false "suspicion" of 
illegal possion of firearms. Shot 
down in his own home, and 
people keep crying for govern-
ment to take care of us and pass 
more gun controls. It has gone 
too far already. 
Bill Stewart 
cident on weak gun controls . All Dear Editor: 
the gun controls in the world Perhaps you will be able to 
would not have prevented it, publish this letter in the 
anything short of confication, a 
situation we are already ap- MINER; perhaps not. However, 
I feel, as a student here at the 
proaching. Confiscation is University of Missouri-Rolla, 
suicidal in reality as many some mention should be made 
people seem to fo rget the of the recent death of the 
lessons of history and that one Student Union Director, Mr. W. 
of Adolph Hitler's first steps to T. (Kookie) Kratzer . The term 
power was confiscation of all "death" is used, because we 
fi rearms . And there are not too (students) understand that he is 
many citizens of the communist no longer officiating in that 
bloc countries with guns either. 
Hungary and Czechoslovakia capacity. WHAT THE HELL IS 
AUXILIARY ENTERPRISES? 
didn 't exactly have a fighting Mr. Kratzer's ONLY concern 
chance when the USSR decided has always been the 
to " tell them " how to behave. STUDENT! We all know his 
Many, far too many, people 
react impatiently to jump on the capabilities and feel it an 
bandwagon for the control of outrage that he is being denied 
to function in the capacity of 
firearms just to display their Student Union Director. That 
misguided fear while in the long brand new Student Center is 
run it is the worst thing that 
could be done. Gun controls just great - BUT, it has 
already lost something in the 
would not have saved a single translation and the doors aren't 
Israeli athlete from hand 
grenades or those eight nurses . even open yet, if "Kookie" is not going to be around. 
in Chicago from the maniac 's WE (STUDENTS) DON'T 
knife . An armed citizen is the LIKE IT. 
only defense against intruders (Name Withheld by Request) 
and dictators , and more gun 
r 'The Missouri Miner 
The MI SSOUR I MIN E R is the official publication of the students of 
the University of Rolla. It is publicized at Rolla, Missouri every week 
during the school year. Entered as second class matter February 8, 
1945, at the Post Office at Rolla , Mo., under the Act of March 3, 1879. 
The subscriptions are $1.50 per semester. This MISSOURI MINER 
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NEW GRANDE MOTEL 
"Great place to stay on party weekends" 
364·1335 
T.V.-AIR CONDITIONED 
ONE BLOCK FROM CAMPUS 
DI EHL MONTGOM ERY 
FORD SALES 
Rolla. Missouri 
(The Originator of the Student Finance 
Plan in this Area) 
This plan allows the students upon approved credits 
and job, to buy a new car with nothing down and 
payments of $25.00 per month until you are on the job. 
This plan is not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold 
over 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students 
this way. See us for all the details. Also you can use 
your own insurance or ours. 
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY 
This allows the graduating students to have a new car 
before he graduates when he really needs it. 
WI--1AT 'S YOUR 
BROTHER DOING 
l'-JOW Tl--lAT \-lEIS 
BACK FROM 
VI E:TNAM '? 








Hwy. 63 S. One block So. of Frisco Underpass 364·1971 
DELICIOUS COMBINATION DINNERS-SPECIAL DISHES 
STEAKS SANDWICHES-ORDERS PREPARED TO GO 
Open 11 a.m.- Till 9 m. Closed 
----------~-----------------------------PLAYBOY@ 
Special Student Rates! Save! 
Please en ter my subscription to PLAYBOY for : " 
o 7 months at $6 (save $2.00 off $8 single-copy price) 
o 1 year al $8.50 (save $4.S0 off $13 sin gle-copy price) 
o 2 years at $16 (save $1 0.00 off $26 single-copy price) 
o 3 years at $22 (save $17.00 off $39 single-copy-price) 
o New subscription 
o Renewal 
Please include your check or money o rde r. 
o Please send me an application for 
my personal Playboy Club Key. 
o My $25.00 check is enclosed. 
© 197 1 Playboy 
Name ____________________ ~~ ~ 
(pluse print) 
Address ________________________ _ 
City ____________________________ _ 
State _________________ Zip, ______ _ 
(If Box Number used - indicate whether P.O. 
Box or University Box) 
Name of College/University ____________ _ 
NOTE: This offer is made only to students cur-
rently enrolled in a college or university. 
Send to : 
PLA YBOY COLLEGE CENTER 
919 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60611 4821 
Rates apply to U.S., U.S. Poss. and Canada only. 
----------------------------------------
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20, 1972 
Dear John, 
Since it takes ten cents of my 
money to buy a soft drink in the 
Stud. U. and it only takes five 
cents to buy a cup of ice then 
doesn't it make sense that the 
actual soda that I buy would 
only cost me five cents if I 
brought my own cup of ice. Do 
you think the Stud. U. would go 
for the idea and if not, why not. 
DougS. 
Dear Doug, 
Sorry Doug but I'm just real 
sure that the Stud. U. needs the 
money real bad. You see the 
Stud. U. just hired an efficiency 
expert to cut down on costs and 
bring up profits , this man's 
salary depends on those cups of 
ice, that extra piece of lettuce, 
and that extra thin hamburger; 
remember he has a family. 
Dear John or Joe, 
Why can't I get in the H.SS. 
building at night to teach my 
class. I was told that it was 
because of "security reasons" 
and that there was only one door 
open on each building. What 
does this mean? 
A Professor 
Dear Professor, 
After taking council with my 
advisory board I have deter-
mined two reasons why you 
couldn't get into the building 
except by one door or not at all; 
my conclusions are that one, 
your security wasn't high 
enough and that you should not 
have been in that area anyway, 
and two, the campus police did 
not want to be caught snoozing 
on the job. However, I do have a 
suggestion for all those who 
have been locked out of the 
building when it was necessary 
for them to be there, my 
JOHN? 
suggestion is this: when you are 
in this position, don't get im-
patient, bide your time and 
when three o'clock in the 
morning comes around give 
Merle B. a call or some other 
sleeping administrator, I 
guarantee some results. 
Dear John, 
I have finally figured up all 
the money I have spent on books 
this year it was fifty-nine 
dollars not counting tax . 
Twenty-five of it was just on one 




Really couldn't agreee with 
you more but you must un-
derstand that books are the way 
to knowledge, in this case the 
knowledge that you and many 
other students got taken on this 
year's book prices and on the 
amount of books. 
MISSOURI MINER PAGE S 
Our Man Hoppe 
Will Bresnel Stay Bought? 
The Nixons' trip to Moscow, 
historians now agree, proved a 
tremendous success - initially. 
Mrs. Nixon presented on 
Russian official with a Mickey 
Mouse wristwatch and Mr. 
Nixon presented Chairman 
Brezhnev with a · $9600, two-
door , black Cadillac Eldorado. 
In return, the Russians signed 
the critically important Nuclear 
Arms Pact, which provided that 
henceforth they could only blow 
us up 17 times over while we 
could only blow them up 19 
times over. Or perhaps merely 
15. 
(The bitter nationwide debate 
over the precise figure - with 
conservatives accusing Mr. 
Nixon of leaving the country 
defenseless - almost scuttled 
the treaty in the Senate.) 
But Mr. Nixon and his staff 
were extremely happy with the 
deals they'd made. As he said at 
the time: "No we have well 
begun the long journey that will 
lead us to a new age in the 
relationships between our 
countries. " 
The long journey lasted until 
Mr. Breshnev got the Cadillac 
home. 
"Look, dear!" proudly cried 
Mr. Breshnev like any husband 
bringing home a newly-
acquired car. "Look what I got 
from Mr. Nixon!" 
Mrs. Breshnev shook her 
head,'aghast , and said what all 
Communists always say: 
"Would You buy a used car from 
that man? " 
"It's a brand new car," said 
Mr. Breshnev defensively. 
"And the price was right. Don 't 
worry, as a tough old Com-
munist bargainer I got the best 
of the deal." 
"I'm sure ylu did , dear," said 
Mrs. Bnishnev, looking the car 
over, the way wives will. "And I 
suppose two doors are really 
enough, if you don 't mind 
scrunching up to get in the back 
seat. Of course, the Kosygins 
have a beautiful new four-door 
Samovar-8 (cq) that ... " 
"Forget the doors! Isn 't it 
beautiful? " 
"It's very nice, Leonid. And 
I 'm glad it isn 't flaming 
flamingo like the Podgornys' 
new Mark IV Borscht. Black's a 
much more suitable color for a 
man of your age." 
"My age? What's my age got 
to do with it?" And for the next 
couple of days, Mr. Breshnev 
kind of gloomily drives his new 
car to work. He does, that is, 
until the muffler falls off. 
Now Cadillacs are one of the 
finest cars made. But all new 
cars have bugs. And Mr. 
Breshnev angrily calls General 
Motors. "Don't worry, sir," 
says Customer: Relations. "All 
you need is No 167-B scrimshaw 
bolt. Just bring it in. As we say 
in our ads, 'An authorized 
Cadillac dealer is just a few iron 
shots away.' " 
Well, it 's eight weeks on the 
bus to work while the part 
arrives by sea mail. Then word 
gets around Mr. Breshnev is 
driving a Cadillac. "Capitalist . 
revisionist," is the kindest thing 
that Mr. Kosygin and Mr. 
Podgorny (who are really 
jealous ) whisper about him . 
So there's Mr. Breshnev, 
engaged in an awesome 
Kremlin struggle for power, 
when a letter arrives from 
General Motors: "Dear Mr. 
Brissnoff; (cq) As the proud 
owner of one of our 1972 models, 
you may be interested to learn 
of a minor malfunction we've 
discovered in the guidance 
gudgeon (cq) that could, at 
speeds in excess of 42.5 m.p.h., 
cause the steering wheel to fall 
off. We hope our thus recalling 
your car to the factory in the 
interests of safety will not in-
convenience you in any .. ." 
It was an hour later that 
World War III opened with a 
massive Russian first strike. 
Fortunately, damage was 
somehwat limited. 
All 2137 Soviet missiles - the 
entire Russian arsenal - were 
targeted, for reasons not yet 
clear, on Detroit, Michigan. 
SPEED READING COURSE 
SET TO BEGIN IN ROLLA 
Dr. George Woodward of 
National Speed Reading 
Schools announces a 
summer session of speed 
reading classes in Rolla. 
The skills taught in this 
course will enable a person 
to read any average length 
book in less than an hour 
and understand it better. In 
addition to rapid reading 
the course also emphasizes 
improved study 
techniques, better test 
. taking skills, and increased 
concentration and reten-
tion abilities. 
The class schedules 
require a person to attend 
one class per week on the 
evening to his choice. 
Classes are limited to 12 
students. Graduates of the 
course are guaranteed a 
reading speed over 1,000 
words · per minute with a 
definite increase in 
comprehension. 
For those who would like 
more information, without 
obligation to enroll, a 
series of free one hour 
orientation lectures have 
been scheduled. 
Attend the one most 
convenient for you. 
Thor., Sept. 21 at 6:30 or 
8:30 p.m. 
Fri., Sept. 22, at 6:30 or 8:30 
p.m. 
Sunday, Sept. 24 at 2:00 
p.m. only 
All meetings will be con-
ducted at Howard Johnson 
Inn in meeting room 114 
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Placement Office Using 
Com puterized Service 
Academic Regulation Change 
Becomes Effective For Fall 
The University of Missouri -
Rolla is one of the 157 college 
and university placement of-
fices in the nation specially 
selected for an expanded , 
com p ute r ized program 
designed to aid seniors and 
graduate students in their 
choice of employment in-
terviews, it was announced 
today by the placement office. 
Known as GRAD II, the 
program is being conducted by 
the College Placement Council 
(CPC), the non-profit 
organization best known for its 
Coll ege Placement Annual. 
Last year, GRAD II was con-
ducted on 132 campuses, and 
was so successful that it is being 
expanded to operate on 157 
campuses. These campuses 
have been recommended for the 
system by the 113 employers in 
last year 's program as the 
institutions with enrollemtns 
and placement programs best 
suited to the system. The 
number of participating em-
ployers is expected to be even 
greater this year. 
According to L.R. Nuss, 
director of placement, the 
program will offer over 1,000 
students an opportunity to see 
the full range of opportunities 
offered by employers in the 
program. Student participation 
is free and entirely vluntary . 
"One of the main purposes of 
GRAD II is to assist students to 
better identify employers wilth 
opportunities · matching the 
individual's qualifications and 
interests, " according to Mr . 
Nuss . "The program should cut 
cut down on the number of 
wasted interviews on the one 
hand and on the other should 
bring to the attention of 
students some employemnt 
opportunities which might go 
overlooked without the benefit 
of this type of system." 
Nuss emphasized, however , 
that neither GRAD II nor the 
placement office can create 
jobs ; they merely help identify 
employers with openings the 
student should explore. 
Nuss explained that the 
process has already begun with 
the input of employer job 
descriptions. Immediatly ahead 
is collection of information from 
students here and from other 
Similar printout reports will 
be provided to employers and 
placement offices. Employers 
will receive " mini-resuems" 
with pertinent information 
about sutdents matching · their 
job descriptions. Placement 
offices will be acivsed of the 
various mathes and in addition 
will be provided results of the 
weighting system which in-
dicateds the degree of match, 
enabling the placement officer 
to do a more realistic and 
meaningful counseling job with 
individual students . Another 
major counseling benefit will be 
the supply-and-demand in-
formation generated by the 
program , giving placement 
officers and students an over-all 
picture of the employemtn 
market early in the college 
qualifications. However, there 
is no obligation for a candidate 
to interview an employer with 
whom he or she is matched or to 
take a job if one is offered. 
Unmatched candidates , as weli 
as those who do not use GRAD 
II, will still be able to sign up for 
interviews of thier choice. 
The Council , considered the 
authoritative source of data on 
placement and recruitment , 
r epresents the placement 
directors of the nation and their 
counterparts , the direc~ors of 
college relations in business , 
industry, and government. 
The Manual of Inofrmation 
for the 1972-73 academic year 
incorporates several changes 
which were passed by the 
faculty last year in the section 
on academic regulations, pages 
62 through 73. Some of the rule 
changes affect all students and 
some of them affect only those 
newly entering students 
beginning in the fall of 1972. 
Copies of the new Manual of 
Information are available in the 
Registrar's Office . 
Honors At Graduation 
Effective for the December 
commencement there will be a 
new set of rules governing who 
receives honors at graduation. 
These rules are contained on 
page 66 of the Manual and it 
sould be pointed out that a 
student with a cumulative 
average of more than 2.75 but 
less than 3.20 will no longer 
qualify for honors at 
graduation. 
Honor Roll Requirements 
During the fall semester a 
change will be in effect con-
cerning the honor roll which will 
be prepared at the end of the fall 
semester . In order to qualify for 
the honor roll a student must 
complete twelve or more 
semester hours of work during 
the fall semester with no failing 
campuses. Special forms are · I~"iiiiiijj~~~~.~~'~'ij'~~~f available at the placement 
office. Using this form , which 
takes only a few minutes to 
complete, the student can in-
dicate the factors which are 
important in his or her hob 
search. Selector factors include 
career field , degree level , 
academic major, type of em-
ployer, a nd geographical 
preference. The last tow are .!!!!~!~~~~~~!~~~~!~~~!~~~~ 
wighted by the student in terms 
of their importance to the in- I:.9>..R II V I k ~ 
dividual's career intentions. vtYJ 0 a 0 swagen \:::tJ) 
Subsequently a personal 
report of the matching between Old Hiway 66 East 
employer offerings and student 
qualif ications will be At Northwye 
distributed by the placement 
office to each student who has 364-5178 
signed up for the progra . The 
~:;:~r;y~r ~~f;:~~:i~;d ~t~~:~ "Always A Fine Selection 
qualifications will be Of New & Used Cars" 
distributed by the placement 
office each student who has M 
signed up for the program. The M er·ldeth otors ~~~~~ ~ 
::lo~:~:n~g ~~;~~fe:~~ At'). St. Roberts, Mo. \:::tJ) 
to the campus and the dates of '¥!f) 336-3416 
their scheduled interviews. 
grades and earn at least a 3.20 
semester grade point average. 
Students meeting these 
requirements will be designated 
as honor students at the end of 
the 1972 fall semester. 
Ca lculation of cumulative 
G.P.A. 
Newly entering students in 
the fall of 1972 will have all 
hours which they attempt in-
cluded in their cumulative 
grade point average as com-
puted at the end of each 
semester. Previously, failing 
grades were included on in the 
claculation of the semester 
grade point average ; however, 
filing grades will also now be a 
part of the cumulative grade 
point average for newly en-
tering students. Also, when a 
course is repeated both grades 
will be used in the cumulative 
grade point average rather than 
using only the last grade ear-
ned. Students who were enrolled 
at UMR prior to the 1972 fall 
semester will have thir 
cumulative grade pOint average 
figured under the old system. 
Scholastic Proba tion 
Newly entering students in 
the fall of 1972 will be under a 
new set of regulations gover-
ning porbation and general 
deficiency as outlined on the 
bottom of page 71 of the 1972 
Man ual of Information. 
Students who were enrolled at 
UMR prior to the fall semester 
1972 will be governed under the 
same rules as contained at the 
bottom of page 71 in the 1971-72 
Manual of Information . 
Registration Under "Pass-
Fail" Option 
The following rule changes 
regarding registration for a 
course on a pass-fail grading 
option applies to all students 
regardless of when they first 
entered UMR. It is now left up 
to the undergraduate student's 
major department to designate 
those courses (lecture or 
laboratory ) which may be taken 
under the " pass-fail " grading 
option. As in the past, a student 
may enroll for no more than one 
of these courses per semester. 
Under this option, instructors 
report , and the registrar now 
records , a grade of "s" or " U" 
for the course taken. Credit for 
courses taken under the "pass-
fao;" option will not be used 
incalculating grade point 
averages . One final enrollment 
has been completed in the 
course, changes cannot be 
made in the grading option. 
ALL FOR ONE 
AND ONE FOR ALL 
(CPS) - A herd of wild 
elephants in India surrounded. a 
locomoti ve after the tram 
struck one of their compatriots 
on a cross-eountry run . The 
elephants forced the train to 
retreat in reverse to the nearest 
station, then returned to the 
scene of the accident and stood 
vigil around the stricken 
elephant until it died. 
o 
George, who was formerly at the Uptown, 
is now at GEORGE'S BARBER SALON 
Phone 364-7270 
CO'WI.ETE HI\ RfJEIt SERVICE 
+ IIAIR STYLING 
+ IIAIH P IECES 
+I{AZOFt CUTS 
+ SCULPUR CUTS 
213 W . 8th St., Rollo , Missouri 65401 
~rederic's 
(9O/O l1ia l l)illage 
TAVERN 
NOW OPEN 
10 A.M. to 1 A.M. 
Frosted Mugs 
Coldest Beer In Town 
Sandwiches 
..... , ... ,." ..... 
Steak Shrimp Chicken 
Served Upstairs 
at 
Frederic 's Restaurant 
364- 1503 
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Cellar Door - Place To Go 
On Party Weekends 
Scene at Cellar Door this past All-School Party Weekend. 
back for Homecoming. 
This coffeehouse will be 
An increasingly popular form Military Ball, and st. Pat's . On 
of entertainment is the cof· these weekends the "Door" is 
feehouse. Students in Rolla are open from 9:00 to 12:30 Friday 
indeed fortunate to have a fine and Saturday nights in the 
coffeehouse here - the Cellar "Cellar " of the Episcopal 
Door. The All-School party Church at Tenth and Main. To 
weekend marked its opening for get in the " Door" you pay fifty 
this year and it is scheduled to cents. For four bits you get 
operate on three remaining entertainment by a variety of 
party weekends: Homecoming, professional and local talents. 
You also get free refreshments 
and snacks and old films 
featuring W. C. Fields and 
others. 
The Cellar Door is sponsored 
by the campus ministries of the 
Presbyterian , Methodist, 
Catholic and Episcopalian 
faiths . 
Revised Appropriations Bill 
Now Before Senate Committee 
The Missouri House of 
Representatives passed the 
substitute appropriations bill 
shortly before noon Thursday, 
September 14, by a vote of 101 to 
37. The bill was then sent on to a 
4 p.m. session of the state 
Senate. 
The substitute bill contains in 
part <f possible reduction in 
student fees in the University of 
Missouri system . The student 
fee increase, initi a ted this 
summer , raised out -of-s tate 
tuition $40 and in-state tuition 
$20 per semester. 
A proposed refund of this 
semester's fee increase died in 
the House last week when 
$800 ,000 wa s cut from the 
University's budget. 
According to legislative 
leaders' plans , the Senate will 
report the appropriations bill 
back to the House for con-
sideration Thursday. If the bill 
is acceptable in the Senate 
form , final adoption and ad-
journment could come this 
Friday. 
The Appropriations Com -
mittee originally tabled the bill 
last Thursday in a secret 
session by a 17-10 vote. The 
tabling touched off a flurry of 
manuevering over the next 
week, culminating in the final 
approval of the amended bill 
Wednesday evening. 
House Democrats opened 
caucus and committee 
meetings Tuesday to summon 
support for the measure, 
followed by an appropriations 
committee meeting. 
Leg islators were close-
mouthed a bout the actions 
taken and all of the meetings 
wer e conduc ted in secret. 
However , comfT'''··"e members' 
objections to being called into 
special session during a cam-
paign year for measures not 
considered necessary, and the 
fear that a large number of non-
emergency amendments might 
be attached to the bill were 
believed to have been among 
the reasons for the tabling of the 
bill. 
The bill now before the Senate 
Appropri ations Comm ittee 
amounts to about $21.1 million, 
some $2 million less than Gov . 
Hearnes ' original request. The 
cut in the appropriations bill of 
interest is $800,000 of a $1.6 
million request for rescinding 
student fee increases at the 
University of Missouri. The 
effect of the remaining portion 
of this request is that second 
semester fees will revert to 
previous levels , if the ap-
propriations bill is approved in 
amended form . 
·SAVE UP TO 50%· 
Better than SAE discount 
Auto Parts & Acc. Speed Equip. 
HOOK AUTO SUPPLY 
513 Hiway 638 Rolla, Mo. 364-5252 
TOP QUALITY COMPONENTS 
• Kenwood • Panasonic 
• Dual • KLH 
Check Our Prices! 
SCOTTS Books & Music 
717 Pine St. 
605 PINE STREET 
ROLLA, MISSOURI 65401 
PHONE 364-5581 





"I'd just like somplace to go 
on a Friday or Saturday night 
that wouldn't cost much, a place 
where I could go and just be 
myself." 
With this in mind seven 
students came together last 
spring and began the 
Greenhouse Doffeehouse. '" was 
an experiment to determine if a 
weekly coffeehouse could 
succeed in Rolla. The 
Greenhouse Coffeehouse was 
successful, successful enough 
that this year a school 
organization named 
Greenhouse is being ex-
tablished to continue the cof-
feehouse. 
The main fare of the cof-
feehouse has been folk and 
popular music and guitarists 
from UMR and the Rolla area . 
No one is paid and anyone with 
the courage to perform before a 
crowd can come in and play his 
or her particular instrument 
and kind of music. Frequently 
guitarists get into jam sessions 
and sing-along numbers. Last 
Friday evening and again this 
Friday , the coffeehouse is 
featuring Latin American 
music performed by UMR Latin 
American students. 
Several speakers from 
campus and comm unity 
organizations will be featured 
within the next several weeks. 
As part of their entertainment 
program , the Greenhouse 
Coffeehouse also probides 
blacklight paints and candle-
making materials for use as 
self~xpression media. 
The is open from 9 p.m. to 1 
a.m. on Friday nights with 
hopes that operation can 
someday be extended to 
Saturday nights, too. 
Admission , coffee, tea, and 
popcorn are free. Donations and 
membership dues of 
Greenhouse members are at 
present being used to cover 
expenses . Until better facilities 
are available, the coffeehouse 
will occupy the basement at 
1706 Pine St. 
Remember when wdter WdS ciedn dnd sex WdS dirty? 
STEAK HOUSE 




PIDl: .. 1J11 
lIARTI SPIll DR. 
BANK 
Where The 
Number One Person Will Be 
DURING 
1972 
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New Orleans Jazz 
(;ontinued from page I 
musicians to corne in and fact, for awhile members of the 
"rehearse" with a freewill band, black and white alike, 
offering at the door for his spent some very unpleasant 
friends who carne to listen. hours before less-than-
Soon the music took over the sympathetic magistrates on the 
building and the art gallery joint counts of disturbing the 
moved next door with a studio peace and violation of white 
upstairs where the Noel Rock- supremacy. 
more Preservation Hall por- In 1961 the club, like almost 
traits were done. A club was all jazz clubs, began to have its 
formed and attendance at the frictions . It was dissolved and 
" reheearsals " was ' increased. Sandra and Allan Jaffe took it 
The neighbors didn 't always over to operate as a business. 
like this upstart in the area. In That was the beginning of the 
House of treus to Per-orm 
Ozark Mountain Music 
Dick and Anne Albin displaying the various instruments they will play in the Student 
Union Ballroom. 
which the A:Ibins built their 
instruments and gives hints for 
interested students. 
chance to bring this great 
music , played by its 
originators, to the hearts of 
audiences every night and later 
to all of the United States, to 
Europe and to the Orient. 
Today Preservation Hall is 
maintained and operated just as 
it was in the beginning. Benches 
and kitchen chairs ac-
commodate about half of the 
nightly audience. Some of the 
floor is loose and the front is off 
the old upright piano. Sandra 
Jaffe still keeps the historic 
wicker basket at the front door 
for the patronage dona-
. tion which pays union scale to 
the musicians at work. It is 
clean and swept, but the charm 
of Preservation Hall remains. 
The atmosphere of New Orleans 
is not vila ted by chorme and 
fancy lighting and rushing 
waiters. It is a place to hear the 
great people play their great 
music. 
Preservation Hall is a school, 
too. Young musicians corne 
from Japan and Europe as well 
as America to learn how to play 
New Orleans Music. To shed the 
misunderstandings that have 
grown as jazz was made 
commercial, and to preserve 
the music into the future as it 
should be preserved. There is 
nothing formal about the school, 
it wouldn't provide the link if it 
were structured. 
Preservation Hall is a state of 
mind for many as well. The 
state of mind is happy because 
the music is happy and the 
setting is right. There are no 
cults and factions. The 
musicians are past that now, 
they are secure in the tradition 
and their own consurna te skills. 
The musicians are the leaders, 
the Jeffes steer the ship and 
Preservation Hall becomes the 
true Preservation of what might 
pretentiously be called an "art 
form". 
If you would like to have a 
cheeful argument, just drop in 
at 726 St. Peter any time and 
The House of Attreus, Dick Cleveland, the SMS Ozark Folk 
and Anne Albin, are corning Festival in Missouri and the 
again to UMR to give two days Belknap Folk Festivals at the 
of workshops and concerts. This University of Louisville. 
will be the fourth time that the DON'T FO- RGET ARCHERY group has appeared before a In conjunction with the 
Miner crowd. The last time, the concert, the Albins plan to give DEER SEASON STARTS 
House of Attreus performed two workshops Thursday af-
before a capacity crowd. The ternoon , Sept. 21. One of the 
concert entitled "Makin ' Do concerts , "Evolution and OCTOBER 1. LET US TAKE 
With What You Have" is about Development of American 
Ozark and Apalachian folklore. Ballads", traces the American CARE· OF YOUR NEEDS. 
The concert features traditional ballads and songs from their 
folk tales , superstitions, horne European beginnign to the 
remedies , and songs from these present. The other workshop, KEN MAR K 
mountain regions. The Albins " Building the Mountain 
announce that one of your 
favorites is the greatest band or 
that an individual performer is 
the "best". The loyalties are 
there and you can be 
surrounded by aherants to 
every band and loyalists for 
every performer. The vitality of 
jazz infects all of the people, 
musicians and listeners alike, 
at the Hall. But the total result 
inspires everyone. 
This will be the third time a 
Preservation Hall Jazz Band 
has played at UMR. In their last 
appearance two years ago, they 
played to an enthusiastic 





Watch for the new SCHOOL 
CROSSING traffic sign as 
you travel. 
SAVE! 
MONEY • TIME • FREIGHT 
.... QUALITY STEREO EQU IPMENT 
,,' AT LOWEST PRICES. 
.... . YOUR REQUEST FOR QUOT A-
,,' TlON RETURNED SAME DAY . 
.... FACTORY SEALED CARTONS-4 I GUARANTEED AND INSURED. 
.... SAVE ON NAME BRANDS LIKE , 





AND MORE THAN 50 OTHERS 
BUY THE MODERN WAY 
BY MAIL-FROM 
e •• oiQ.-p-I IftOU .,",10 
FOR SPECIAL COllEGE RATES 
Department C 
1019 North Dearborn Street 
Chicago, Illinois 60610 
312- 664-0020 
accompany their songs with Culcimer" , describes the way in 904 Pine 
dulcimers they designed and ........ ~ ............ ~~J. .................. ~~~~~ .......... ~ ...... .JL.~::::::::::::::::::::::::~ 
built themselves and with HAN LV'S FOODS 
banjo, guitars , and auto harp. CAMPUS CUE 
The House of attreus is a 
music -th e atr e compan y FOR HEALTH 
specializing in college concerts , Pool, Snooker, Billards . 
lectures, and special events . 
They have toured campuses 12 Ta b les 113 W 7th St t' 
across the country, performed • ree 
atmanyfolkfestivalsincluding . RATES - 60~ HR HOURS NOO" 1 AM 364-7860 the 33rd adn 34th National Folk . . - ,,- . . 
Restival , andappearedwiththe Located In The Basement Of 
National Humanities Series . Shamrock Club OPEN MON.-SAT.- 10·-3 They have, also , appeared at 
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Miners Drop Opener to K-State, 21-7 
Kenton Hupp Scores 
Miner's Lone Touchdown 
The 1972 Miner football 
season is off and running. The 
Miners running game looked 
good in a tough 21-7 loss to 
powerful Kansas State College 
of Pittsburg. 
The Miners drew first blood 
by taking the opening kickoff 
and driving 77 yards to paydirt. 
Quarterback Rick LaFollette 
used his running backs , 
Chatman and Hupp well 
running them inside and 
keeping the ball himself out-
side. The only pass thrown by 
LaFollette in the drive was a 
nine yard toss to senior wide 
receiver, Tim Holcer. 
Give special credit to the 
Miner offensive line for their 
blocking up front. It seems that 
the linemen, offensive and 
defensive are often overlooked 
but tackles Ray Christ and Carl 
Pelech, along with guards Mike 
Millard and Gary McAlpin 
flanking center Gordon 
McFerron did a great job 
opening the holes for the run-
ning backs . These players are 
the ones who take the beating in 
" the pit ," and really determine 
the outcome of the game. 
The game was a defensive 
ba ttle most of the first half. The 
only offensive thrusts came on 
the Miner's scoring drive and a 
Pittsburg threat late in the 
second quarter. Pittsburg 
defensive back Steve Benigno 
returned a punt 30 yards to the 
Miner 37 setting up the tying 
touchdown. 
The second half started badly 
for the Miners and rapidly got 
worse. Pittsburg returned the 
kickoff to their own 48 yard line. 
The Miner defense held tough 
and the Gorillas were forced to 
punt. A booming 42 yard punt by 
Bari put the ball on the Miner 
one yard line. The Gorilla 
defense held the Miners with the 
help of two penalties. Geveker 's 
punt went only 19 yards to our 
own 24 . Pittsburg quarterback 
Charles Smith ran the ball three 
times and with fourth down and 
(Continued Page 10) 
Fullback Jim Chatman carries the ball for 
a short gain in Saturday's game against 
KSC. He was met and downed by Gorilla 
left end, Roger Newton. Trailing the play is 
Miner guard Gary McAlpin. 
.;.;.;. ;.;.;.;.;.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:;.; .;.;.;.:.:.:.:.:.:.: .:.: .:.:.:. :.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:.:-:.:.:.: . :.:-;.;.;.;.;-;.;:;.::~:;:;:;. 
Miner 
Sports 
... ;.;.;.;.:.;.; ... -.-..............................................•..................................................•.. ; ... ;.;.;.;.;.:.:.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:.;~ 
THIS WEEK'S SPECIAL 
8 oz. Schlitz Malt liquor ... $.88 
8 oz. Colt 45 Malt liquor ... 
Linebacker Jeff Carter of the Miners runs 
back an interception late in the fourth 
quarter of Saturday's game. Carter 
returned the ball to the Gorilla 23, but the 
Miners were unable to capitalize on the 
opportunity. 
12 oz. Miller Malt liquor ... 





















The Score By Quarters: 
UMR 7 0 0 0- 7 
KSC 0 7 7 7-21 









Pabst Throw Away Bottles. .. 
509 
116 W. 8th 
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(Continued froln Page ') , 
five yards to gp, threw 19 yards 
to end Neal Beasley to make the 
score 14-7. 
The ensuing Miner drive was 
halted by a 15 yard penalty. The 
Gorillas came right back, 
driving to the Miner's six yard 
line where they had first and 
goal. But the Miners famed goal 
line defense held once again. 
The Gorillas tried four times to 
penetrate it , but failed. The 
Miners took over on their own 
one, but couldn't get moving. 
Pittsburg got good field position 
on the exchange and this time 
made no mistakes, uping the' 
score to 21-7. 
After another offensive 
failure, the Miner defense came ' 
to life and intercepted a pass, 
giving the offense its last 
chance to score. Give credit to a 
strong rush and the quick 
thinking of linebacker Jeff 
Carter, who picked off the pass. 
Again the offense failed on a 
fourth and eight pass from 
LaFollette to Holcer in the end 
zone, that was just overthrown 
with three seconds remaining. 
Miner split end Tim Holcer goes up for HIe baH .galnst 
Gorilla defender Steve Benigno. The pass fell tncomplete 
as La Follette was only 3-15 in the air. 
A & M Cycle Sales 
"Authorized Benelli DeaJer" 
Repairs and .Seivice Guarantee 
Phone 364·7317 
Junction 72 & 63 at Lee's Mobile 
PIZZA 
ALEX PIZZA PALACE 
Hours (O~ Deily) 
4 ,.w: 1;0' 2 o.m. 
. -, ~, 
Se .... " 'ttttys A' Week 
< DI~L 364-Z". 
, (fOR, TAKlO~.Y" _It.: 
'. DEUVER-' Sf.V 
MIAA teams found the going 
extremely tough . in non-
conference play this weekend as 
they posted a composite record 
of 1-5. The only winner was 
Lincoln University, the Tigers' 
James Lang passed 47 yards to 
Phil Doolin for one touchdown 
and Willie Burks raced 60 yards 
on a punt return as the Lincoln 
team downed ·visiting Langston 
of Oklahoma 15-6. The game 
was the season opener for llie 
Tigers 
In other MIAA action, 
Nebraska-Omaho demolished 
the Bearcats of Northwest 
Missouri State by a one-sided 
ICOre of 45-29. 
The Mules of CMS fell short in 
a second half comeback at-
tempt as they dropped a 21-14 
4ed!,ion to Arkans,a!l SCate 
Cenwa)'. 'nie Mul~ traUed 214 
a{ the half, but ctme IMIeIi to' 
make the game. ~Q6e. 
The Indians of Cape 
Giradeau, favored to win the 
MIAA in a pre-season poll of 
writers, dropped a heart-
breaking 7-6 thriller to Missouri 
Southern. Central Oklahoma 
State beat Southwest Missouri 
State 39-18 , as Central 
Oklahoma scored twice in the 
last six minutes to put the game 
out of reach. 
The University of Missouri-
Rolla dropped a 21-7 decision to 
K-8tate Pittsburg. The game 










Defending MIAA champion 
Northeast Missouri State, which 
ha's a 2~ mark in non-league 
play this season was idie. 
MIAA teams currently have a 
5-6 record in non-eonference 
action, led by the Bulldogs' 2~ 
perfect slate. Th~ league teams 
have been outscored by their 
foes at the rate of 209-137. Once 
again champion NEMS leads 
the way as they have scored 69 
points· while holding their op-
ponents scoreless · in two ball 
games. 







Triple your Reading Speed! 
At Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics, stud en ts a re our business! 
Often w hen we sa y we ca n teach you to do three h ours ohead ing hom ework in one hour or less, 
with better comprehens io n and recall , many stud ent s are skeet ical. 
If you ' re a skeptic , . . we prese nt this dlallenge . 
Bring your mos t diffic ult tex tbook , o n any subject , to a fre e one hour ri,i ni·lesson. We' ll demon-
strat e our me th od s in your material, and you'll be read ing fa s ter whe n you leave, 0 machines. no 
gim mi cks, no s trin gs, a nd no cost for the mini-lesso n. 
Reading Dynamics ca n he lp you. We' ll prove it in your book. 
When you take our course, should you fail to tripl e your e ffe c t ive reading speed. your tuition will 
be r<;lfund ed , ' 
Challenge us ... . .... , .. , Sketlt ics make our bes t stud e nts. 
MINI-LESSON SCHE,D:ULE 
September 18 through Septemqer 21 • 
Sept!!mber 2~ thrQ~h Seps.e!{l~r 28' •. 
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Miners Travel to S. Dakota: 
Look For Season's First Win 
The key saying on the football Jackrabbit offense. Their 
field this week is: "Don't Look passing game is set up to attack 
Back." After their opening the middle of the field un-
seasonloss, the Miners are derneath the safety and behind 
looking ahead to 'this week's the .linebackers, with the 
game which is at South Dakota favonte receiver being the .slot 
State University, against the . back.. But . still, the key to 
tough Jackrabbits . stoppmg their offense is to stop 
The South Dakota offense is the fullback slant and contain 
centered around a 6' 4" 244 lb. the pitch. 
tackle named Boden, who as 
just a sophomore is already 
mentioned as prospective pro 
material. The fullback slant is 
run behind him or the slant is 
faked and be will pull and lead a 
pitch to the left. The slant to the 
fullback and pitch to halfback 
comprise 75 percent of the 
Defensively, South Dakota 
plays a 5-2-4 defense, with man 
to man coverage in the 
secondary. They are big and 
str.ong, and can't be run over. 
Thus , the Miners will use 
more balanced sets than they 
did last week, and they will use 
the counter pass which is hard 
for a man to man defense to 
cover. 
So far this season South-
Dakota is 1-1, beating Eastern 
Monana 73-{) and losing to 
Mankato State 24-17 in the last 
minute of the game. Coach 
Finley described them as a 
tougher opponent than Kansas 
State, which doesn't seem too 
encouraging. But he added that 
the Miners were very close to 
really being good and hoped 
they will come around for a 
victory this weekend. 
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Bernie Givens Ruled 
Ineligible by M IAA 
Bernie Givens, the preseason 
favorite for starting halfback on 
this year's Missouri Miner 
football squad, was declared 
ineligible and could not play in 
last Saturday's game against 
Kansas State-Pittsburg. Bernie, 
a junior college transfer, did not 
meet MIAA's regulations for 
transfer students and declared 
ineligible by the MIAA's 
Credentials Committee. 
The MlAA regulation states 
that a transfer student must 
pass 24 hours in the 12 months 
prior to playing any sport on 
any MlAA team. Bernie, who 
attended Longview Junior 
College in Kansas City, passed 
only 20 hours . 
Givens was given an in-
complete for a math course last 
s.emester at Longview, with the 
fmal grade to be based on make-
up work. Bernie received work 
that the work had been 
received, but that his grade for 
the course was an "F". 
The 5' 11', 185 lb. halfback was 
missed by the Miners, but 
Kenton Hupp, a junior stepped 
in to take his place and scored 
the only Miner touchdown of the 
afternoon . 
Phi Kap Edges Sig Pi 
In Top Mural Action 
In this week's intramural 
game of the week, Phi Kappa 
Theta downed Sigma Pi in 
overtime, 14-14. Phi Kap opened 
the scoring as 'they clicked on a 
35 yard bomb on their first 
play from scrimmage. Sig Pi 
tied the score on a pass from 
Kent Vance to Chris Caspar. 
Both teams added touchdowns 
in the second period to run the 
score to 14-14. 
the crushed Theta Xi by the 
score _of 35-6. 
Acacia upset Alpha Phi Alpha 
13-12, as missed extra points 
hurt the A Phi A's. 
Next week's game of the week 
will feature Pi Kappa Alpha 
against Delta Tau Delta. The 
game will be Thursday, Sep-
tember 21. 
NOTICE 
The second half was a 
defensive s~ruggle as both of- . . The UMR Varsity 
fensiveunitswerestymied. The Rifle Team will ' be 
game ended in a tie, and went _ holding tryouts for this 
into sudden death. Phi Kappa yea r's 12 man squad 
Theta intercepted a pass on Sig during the month of 
Pi's first play in overtime, and September. The tryouts 
then their offense gained two will be held every af-
yards in three plays to cap the ternoon from 1 :00 p.m. 
victory. - to 4:30 p.m. at the rifle 
range in the basement 
In other Monday night in- of building T-2 which is 
. _ tramural action, Lambda Chi ltd b h' d 
Sig Pi's Bill Horsford is chased by Phi game. of the week. Phi Kap won the game In whitewashed Tech Club 29-{) oca e e In the 







\'1 Gryder Motors, Inc. V Rolla, Mo., 65401, 
PONTIAC Phone 364-3783 
TERM PAPERS 
Send for your descriptive. up-to-date. 
12B-page . mail order catalog of 2.300 
quality term papers. Enclose $1.00 to 
cover postage and handling. 
WE ALSO WRITE 
CUSTOM MADE PAPERS_ 
Termpaper Arsenal, Inc. 
519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203 
lOS ANGElES, CALIF. 90024 
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493 




your auto needs. 
109 W. 6th 
364·1037 
WELCOME! U.M.R. STUDENTS 
NEW 51-424 PIONEI-IZl® 
(!.O PIONEER" 50 WATT when you want something better 
AM-FM STEREO RECEIVER 
Now you don't have to settle for economy 
sound reproduction because you Ihoughl 
you couldn't alfo rd the real thing, The 
new 50 watt Pioneer SX-424 , with more 
power, performance and features, is 
everything you've ever wanted in quality 
hi-fI. The latesl in FET/ le circuitry 
delivers great reception even from weak 
and crowded FM slat ions. The SX-424 is 
completely versati le wi th a wide range of 
connections fo r : 2 pailS 01 speakers. 
turntable , tape deck , casselle o r 
cartridge player, headphones, 
microphone, 4-channel sound. Why buy a 
stripped down economy rec eive r. when 
you can get more 01 everything al this 
unbelievably low price. 
- 4r. . ~ .. ,,*,~ Tis .~.
- --------~~~ 
Coma In for _ d.monstr_Uon loday. 
195 Watts Audio Output 






Visit Our Store 
REGISTER YOUR NAME & STUDENT 10. 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY 
A $lOO 8·Track Player & Speaker system. 
Plus Gift Certificate Will Be Awarded 
Sept. 22, 1972 
LARGEST STaCK 1M 
CUllAL MISSOURI THE SOUND CENTER 1UIIISCS & II-fl ACCESSIIIES 600 ELM _ . ROLLA. MO. 364-1715 
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CMS, AAU To Sponsor 
Water Polo Clinic 
The first season of UMR 
water polo gets under way this 
weekend as the Miner squad 
journeys to Central Missouri 
State University. The team will 
participate in a two-day clinic 
and tournament with college 
teams from all over Missouri. 
The clinic will be run by the 
National Chairman for AAU 
polo who is coming in from 
California. The tournament will 
be among those participating in 
the clinic and the Miners don't 
even know who else will be 
there. Warrensburg wasn't 
even sure they would enter a 
team, so UMR is really going in 
blind. 
This will provide the Miners 
their first opportunity to play 
under pressure, and will really 
be their first full scrimmage. As 
far as predictions go, one really 
can 't make any. The team has 
good size and speed and have 
been working extremel hard 
ever since school started. It is 
hard to realize the great dif-
ficulty present in learning to 
play together, to learn each 
others moves, and to master the 
correct timing of passing and 
shooting. But the Miners seem 
impressive in their workouts, 
and their speed, size and 
determination are all big 
plusses for them. 
A regular team consists of a 
goalie and six players. The 
Miners have no starting lineup 
as the ten team members 
besides the goalie will all see 
action, expecially this early in 
the season. The players making 
the trip to Warrensburg in-
clude: goalie Mark Mateer, Tim 
Blood , Larry Molina, Paul 
Vetter , Jim Entwistle, Bill 
Greiser, Bill Kroeger, Tom 
Kreutz , Phil Henry, Tom 
Wenger and Dave Beem. It is 
hoped tha t all the hard work will 
payoff this weekend. 
ESTEY JEWELRY 
The Finest In Diamonds 
. And Jewelry 
U.M.R. Class Rings 
715 Pine St. 364-2142 Rolla, Mo. 
KING'S CHOICE SANDWICH 
SHOP AND GROCERY STORE 
We're here to serve you. 
7 a.m.-lO p.m. Mon-Sat. 
11 a.m.-7 ·p.m. Sun. 
1009 Pine Sl 
tigongon 
In Jeanials ... the jeans shoe 
There S more Ihan 
one way 10 enloy hte 
Take Thorn McAn s new 
Jeanlals for Inslance - shoes luSllor 
Ihe fun of II Jeanlals are lighl on your leel and all 
done uP In Ihe lalesllace-up slyies shapes and colors And hke 
the leans you wear them With they re rugged and Iunky and 
Incredibly comlortable 
And IUSI one more Ihlng when you lie one on With Thom McAn 
you won I regret II In the morning The only mlng about Jeanlals 
Ihal mlghl make you a loUie hghlheaded IS Ihe pnce 
Only $00 00 Family Shoe Store 
710 Pine 
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I Har.mon Highlights 
Our first ratings of the Top 
Twenty for the 1972 season are 
somewhat different than we 
thought they would be ... most 
of the names are the same, just 
juggled around a bit. Didn't 
think we would see Oklahoma ! 
at the top of the heap, at least 
not this early in the season. Nor 
would we have figured Southern 
Cal and Tennessee to be so soon. 
That's football . 
they'd stayed in bed. . .the 
Sooners are favored by 36 
points. 
On the rebound after losing its 
opener to UCLA Nebraska will 
meet the Cadets of Army at 
West Point. The 9th rated 
Cornhuskers will probably give 
the Cadets a long afternoon. 
Nebraska to win by 34 points. 
Top game of the day? 5th 
ranked Michigan plays 8th 
rated UCLA. If the Wolverines 
plan to redeem themselves for 
their Rose Bowl loss , this is the 
game. And if the Bruins are 
going to prove that their upset 
of Nebraska was not a fluke, 
this is also the game! So with 
an extra long peek at the crystal 
ball, we'll pick Michigan to win 
the big one by eleven points. 
the Top 20 simply because they 
haven't played a ball game. 
The Longhorns will open their 
season with a 26 point win over 
Miami, and the Irish will just 
nudge Northwestern by 2 points. 
Next, the BufCalo tramples 
the Gopher: 6th ranked 
Colorado will muss up Min-
nesota by 25, and LSU, rated 
7th, will beat Texas A and M by 
22. Alabama will give Kentucky 
all kinds of trouble, whipping 
the Wildcats by 26 ooints. 
Michigan State a little too tough 
for Georgia Tech - the Spar-
tans are Cavored by 12. 
Alabama is rated 4th and 
Michigan State is 13th. 
All the returns are finally in 
from the games of the Sep-
tember 9th weekend, and 
everything came up roses. Of 
143 games we had 110 winners, 
just 22 losers, and there were 
two ties. So a fat .833 
forecasting average starts off 
1972. (the roof caves in very 
shortly.) 
Oklahoma goes after win · 
number two, meeting Oregon in 
Norman. The Ducks may wish Texas and Notre Dame are 
The Trojans of Southern Cal 
meet illinois in Champaign, and 
this will be deCeat number 2 Cor 
the illini. The second rated 
Trojans will win by 28 points. both missing from the ratings of 
The Harmon Football Forecast 
I-OKLAHOMA 6-COLORADO 
2-S0UTHERN CAL 7-L.S.U. 
3--TENNESSEE S-U.C.L.A . 
+-ALABAMA ~NEBRASKA 
S-MICHIGAN l~PENN STATE 
Saturday, Sept. 23-Major Colleges 
Air Force 26 Pittsburgh 17 
Alabama 33 Kentucky 7 
Arizona State 40 Kansas State 13 
Arkansas 22 Oklanoma State 7 
Arkansas State 21 Wichita 15 
Auburn 38 Chattanooga 0 
Boston College 17 Temple 13 
Brigham Young 25 Utah State 20 
California 30 San Jose Sate 6 
Citadel 17 Western Carolina 15 
Colgate 28 Lafayette 6 
Colorado 38 Minnesota 13 
Colorado State 25 West Texas 13 
Davidson 27 lenoir-Rhyne 16 
Dayton 20 Marshall 17 
East Carolina 27 Appalachian 22 
Florida State 24 V.P.I. 7 
Fresno State 14 New Mexico State .6 
Georgia 17 Tulane 6 
Holy Cross 14 Brown 7 
Houston 34 Tulsa 7 
Idaho 24 Weber 19 
Indiana 24 T.C.U. 23 
Iowa State 45 Utah 7 
Kansas 23 \'YVyom ing 7 
Lehigh 26 Rutgers 7 
**Long Beach 23 Grambling 15 
L.S.U. 30 Texas A&M 8 
Maryland 35 V.M.I. 0 
Memphis State 26 Drake 10 
Miami (Ohio) 21 Bowling Green 14 
Michigan 28 U.C.L.A. 17 
Michigan State 26 Georgia Tech 14 
Mississippi 41 South Carolina 14 
Mississippi State 23 Vanderbilt 17 
Missouri 20 Baylor 15 
Nebraska 41 Army 7 
North Carolina 26 No. Carolina State 24 
Notre Dame 23 Northwestern 21 
Ohio U 19 Kent State 7 
Oklahoma 42 Oregon 6 
Oregon State 22 Iowa 20 
Pacific 27 Texas (EI Paso) 7 
Penn State 31 Navy 0 
Rice 21 Clemson 10 
Richmond 20 NE Louisiana 7 
San Diego State 31 North Texas 12 
Southern Cal 35 Ill inois 7 
S.M.U. 24 Florida 14 
Stanford 35 Duke 13 
Tampa 34 Eastern Michigan 8 
Tennessee 49 Wake Forest 0 
Texas 32 Miami. Fla. 6 
Texas Tech 24 New Mexico 16 
Toledo 30 Arlington 10 
Washington 20 Purdue 10 
Washington State 17 Arizona 8 
West Virginia 21 Virginia 13 
Western Michigan 25 Northern Illinois 21 
William & Mary 14 Villanova 10 
Wisconsin 27 Syracuse 14 
Xavier 21 Cincinnati 20 
Other Games-South and Southwest 
Abilene Christian 20 SE Louisiana 10 
Angelo State 24 SW Texas 17 
Bluefield 19 West Va Tech. 0 
Carson-Newman 32 Emory & Henry 0 
Delta 27 Florence 7 
East Texas 20 Sam Houston 15 
Eastern Kentucky 31 East Tennessee 6 
Fairmont 20 West Virginia State 14 
Fort Valley 20 Fayetteville 17 
FUrman 21 Wofford 15 
Glenville 20 Salem 7 
Jackson State 41 Lane 0 
Jacksonville 28 U.T.M.B. 7 
Lamar 21 Southern Illinois 13 
Louisiana Tech 14 McNeese 10 
Middle Tennessee 26 Morehead 13 
Newberry 21 Catawba 20 
NW louisiana 28 Bishop 6 





Shepherd 31 Concord 7 
South Carolina State 18 Howard 14 
Southern State 15 Mississippi College 6 
SW Louisiana 22 Trinity 13 
Southwestern, Tenn. )0 AUstin 1 
Tennessee Tech. 24 Murray 15 
Texas A&I 28 New Mexico Hi'lands 0 
Texas Lutheran 30 State College Ark. 12' 
Troy 21 Liv i ngston 14 
Western Kentucky 27 Austin Peay 6 
II-ARIZONA STATE 16-MISSISSIPPI 
12-STANFORD 17-0HIO STATE 
13-MICHIGAN STATE IS-GEORGIA 












Franklin & Marshall 
Indiana U., Pa. 
Johns Hopkins 
Kings Point 












20 Lycoming 17 
32 Brockport 0 
22 American Intern'l 7 
24 Drexel 0 
17 Springfield 14 
20 Southern Connecticut 16 
12 R.P.I. 7 
24 Vermont 7 
49 Gettysburg 0 
27 Ursinus 6 
23 Cortland 14 
16 Muhlenberg 14 
25 Norwich 7 
19 Dickinson 13 
22 Maine 21 
27 Bates 0 
24 East Stroudsburg 23 
24 Delaware Valley 13 
21 Boston U 16 
26 Rhode Island 24 
21 Washington, Mo. 14 
28 Nicholls, La. 7 
14 Worcester Tech 13 
~ Ithac~ 7 
















































18 Bluffton 7 
22 Western Illinois 20 
17 SE Missouri 6 
38 Muskingum 6 
32 Butler 0 
21 Ma rietta 16 
19 Carroll 7 
16 Illinois College 13 
31 East Central Okla. 14 
20 Colorado Mines 7 
24 Baker 6 
24 Alma 13 
21 Tarkio 7 
20 Kalamazoo 16 
15 NW Oklahoma 14 
20 Central Missouri 17 
18 Kearney 14 
19 Southwestern. Kan. 6 
17 Culver-Stockton 7 
21 St. Thomas 6 
26 Otterbei n 0 
21 Ohio Northern 14 
25 Wheaton 14 
24 Evansville 7 
20 Washington & Jeff'son 6 
22 Northern Iowa 15 
41 Northland 0 
17 North Park 13 
14 College of Emporia 0 
30 Missouri Western 7 
24 Youngstown 22 
23 SE Oklahoma 6 
24 Central Michigan 15 
29 Peru 12 
33 Georgetown 0 
37 DePauw 6 
20 SW Missouri 10 
35 Macalester 0 
33 Rolla 7 
23 Indiana Central 21 
13 Hasti ngs 6 
31 William Jewell 6 
21 Central Stat., Ohio 17 
20 Taylor 14 
16 Valparaiso 7 
23 Albion 0 
Other Games-Far West 
Adams State 14 
Cal Poly (S.L.O.) 34 
Central Washington 21 
Claremont 22 
Oavis 35 
Eastern Washington 24 
Fullerton 23 
Hawaii 28 
Nevada (las Vegas) 21 
Northern Arizona 24 
Northern Colorado lS 




San Fernando 23 
U.S.I.U . 17 
Western Washington 27 
Whittier 20 
Southern Colorado 7 
Montana State 17 
Lewis & Clark 17 
San Diego U 6 
Riverside 13 
Oregon Tech 6 
Hayward 12 
Cal lutheran 13 
los Angeles 6 
Montana 15 
Colorado western 6 
Whitworth 13 
51. Mary's 13 
Loyola 18 
Cal Poly (Pomona) 20 
San Francisco State 7 
Puget Sound 14 
Pacific 12 
laVerne 14 
I 
